[1] Simulations were conducted to investigate the influence of rapid electric field fluctuations on electron energization in the inner magnetosphere based on the assimilative mapping of ionospheric electrodynamics (AMIE) technique. Simulations for four different magnetic storms were run, namely those that occurred on 15 May 1997 , 4 May 1998 , 25 September 1998 October 1998. Here we have examined the formation of highenergy (100-500 keV) electrons in the inner magnetosphere during these storm events with our recently developed relativistic radiation belt transport code. The point of this numerical experiment is to show that a simulation of a real event must have the high time resolution electric field input files in order to produce the seed population for the radiation belts, which are often observed to increase in the days following a magnetic storm. Specifically, a cadence of the global electric field pattern of 5 min or less produces inner magnetospheric fluxes that are larger (by up to several orders of magnitude) than fluxes produced with a longer cadence. Differences were particularly large relative to simulation results with a 3-hour time cadence, analogous to a Kp-driven electric field model.
Introduction
[2] One of the largest uncertainties associated with modeling the injection of the ring current is the description of the large-scale electric field. Created by a day-night pressure difference in the magnetic flux in the magnetosphere (from an imbalance in reconnection rates), this field convects charged particles from the magnetotail into the inner magnetosphere. Its dynamical configuration near the Earth is still a subject of debate.
[3] Until recently, our understanding of the inner magnetospheric electric field was limited to our interpretation of in situ measurements. Several empirical electric field models were created, such as those by Nishida [1966] and Brice [1967] , Volland [1973] and Stern [1975] , and McIlwain [1974, 1986] . Satellites such as CRRES have also probed the inner magnetospheric electric field, yielding statistical compilations counter to the empirical models ]. That is, rather than being dominated by the shielding effect with little or no electric field near the Earth, the fields are highly variable (up to 6 mV/m) in the nearEarth nightside (at 2 < L < 6) for large Kp ]. Ionospheric observations such as those made by the DMSP satellite [e.g., Burke et al., 1998; Anderson et al., 2001] and ground-based radars [e.g., Foster et al., 1986; Fejer et al., 1990; Yeh et al., 1991, Foster and Vo, 2002] also show high variability in the subauroral nightside during active times. Only recently (from the IMAGE satellite) have global snapshots of the plasma morphology in the inner magnetosphere been obtained with a quality suitable for detailed, quantitative analysis [Burch et al., 2001] , and progress in extracting the electric field from these images is slow [e.g., Goldstein et al., 2003] .
[4] Because the field lines of the inner magnetosphere pass through the midlatitude ionosphere, the convection patterns here are often useful to help explain the dynamics at the higher altitudes. For instance, Jordanova et al. [2001] showed that the statistical model of Weimer [1996] produces better comparisons of simulated ion flux against in situ data than do results using the classic Volland-Stern electric field model. Another ionospheric convection description is the assimilative mapping of ionospheric electrodynamics (AMIE) technique [Richmond and Kamide, 1988] . This approach uses any available ionospheric data for a given time to produce an instantaneous convection pattern. Boonsiriseth et al. [2001] discussed a semiempirical method of mapping these convection patterns out from the ionosphere into the inner magnetosphere, finding that the resulting field was more realistic than the Volland-Stern field. Chen et al. [2003] showed that the AMIE-derived equipotentials concentrate in the evening sector during the main phases of storms, moving plasma sheet ions into L $ 3 -4 (even L $ 2 for extremely large events) in less than 30 min.
[5] In a study by Khazanov et al. [2004] , several electric field models were used in conjunction with a ring current electron and ion transport model to examine the differences in the net acceleration to the particles. It was shown that narrow channels of high electric field are an effective mechanism for injecting plasma into the inner magnetosphere. Analytical expressions for the electric field cannot produce these channels of intense plasma flow and thus result in less entry and energization of the plasma sheet into near-Earth space. For the ions, omission of these channels leads to an underprediction of the strength of the stormtime ring current and therefore an underestimation of the geoeffectiveness of the storm event.
For the electrons, omission of these channels leads to the inability to create a seed population deep in the inner magnetosphere. These electrons can eventually be accelerated into MeV radiation belt particles due to the different type of acceleration mechanisms [e.g., Li et al., 1993; Hudson et al., 1996; Summers and Ma, 2000; Albert, 2001; Fok et al., 2001] .
[6] In this study, simulations are conducted to investigate the influence of rapid electric field fluctuations on electron energization in the inner magnetosphere based on the AMIE technique. Simulations for four different magnetic storms were run, namely those that occurred on 15 May 1997 , 4 May 1998 , 25 September 1998 , and 19 October 1998 . Specifically, we examine the formation of high-energy (10 -1000 keV) electrons in the inner magnetosphere during these storm events with our relativistic radiation belt transport code that we have been developing over the past year [Khazanov et al., 2004] .
Model Description
[7] We simulate the magnetospheric dynamics of hot electrons by solving the bounce-averaged kinetic equation for the phase space distribution function, Q e
as a function of position in the magnetic equatorial plane (R 0 , j), kinetic energy and the cosine of the equatorial pitch angle (E, m 0 ), and time t. Using an arbitrary convection model and a dipole magnetic field, the bounce-averaged velocity terms in equation (1) from adiabatic drift can be written in the form [Khazanov et al., 1999] 
where f is the electric potential distribution, a 0,LC is the loss cone boundary, subscripts m, m 0 mark the conjugate mirror points on the field line, and M E represents the Earth dipole moment.
[8] Note that the convection drift is written as a derivative of an arbitrary magnetospheric electric potential F. If one assumes that the electric field is homogeneous and directed from dawn to dusk in the equatorial plane, then we have
where A is an activity-dependent strength parameter of units V m À1 [Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975] . If one assumes that the electric potential is like that used by Liemohn et al. [2001] , then the convection drift terms reduce to those given in equation (11) of that paper.
[9] The bounce-averaged distribution function in equation (1), Q(t, R 0 , j, m 0 , E), is associated with the number of particles with kinetic energy and cosine of equatorial pitch angle between E + and E + dE, and m 0 and m 0 + dm 0 , whose gyrocenters are distributed on a given magnetic field line on the interval s m < s < s m 0 at time t as
Note that equation (1) is written in relativistic form, where
and all of the coefficients in equation (1) are converted accordingly. All of the bounce-averaged quantities in equation (1) are denoted with h. . .i. On the left-hand side, the bracketed terms are the drifts speeds in configuration and velocity speed that include all electric and magnetic drifts. These velocities, one for each independent variable in the calculation, will be determined from a number of electric field descriptions, to be discussed below. The f(m 0 ) coefficient is a bounce-averaging term that ranges from 0.74 to 1.38 [Ejiri, 1978] . On the right-hand side, the first term represents precipitation of particles into the atmosphere (assumed lost at 800 km altitude along each field line). For the electrons, pitch angle diffusion into the loss cone resulting from interactions with whistler mode waves in the plasmasphere is taken into account via the attenuation factors t w in equation (1) [1996, 1997] , Khazanov et al. [ , 1999 , and Liemohn et al. [2001] .
[10] It should be stressed that the classical radial diffusion process [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974] is omitted from equation (1). The diffusion process is a fairly slow one and does not explain the rapid ($hours) rise in the electron flux. Instead, we take into account electric field fluctuations on a timescale comparable with or less than the drift period of radiation belt electrons from the realistic potential distributions provided by the AMIE model. Radial diffusion by nature is a stochastic process that is driven by electric and magnetic field fluctuations that are included in the model through electric and magnetic drifts.
The 1-7 May 1998 Storm Results
[11] To investigate the influence of rapid electric field fluctuations on electron energization in the inner magnetosphere, we have selected the 1 -7 May 1998 storm and used five different time resolutions of the AMIE electric field model. The interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) that hit the magnetosphere on 4 May 1998 was a large magnetic cloud with a trailing high-speed stream, and details of the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field can be found in numerous studies [e.g., Gloeckler et al., 1999; Skoug et al., 1999; Farrugia et al., 2002] . It is actually the high-speed stream that hits early on 4 May 1998, after the cloud had passed by the Earth on 2 -3 May 1998. Figure 1 shows an overview of the geophysical response to this activity during the 1-7 May 1998 interval. Figures 1a and 1b show the solar wind density and velocity, respectively, from the ACE spacecraft. The Dst index shown in Figure 1c is an hourly value of the globally averaged midlatitude magnetic perturbation in the northsouth direction. In Figure 1d , Kp is a 3-hour cadence global activity index related to the amount of fluctuation in auroralzone groundbased magnetometer records. Figure 1e shows the total cross-tail potential difference for the AMIE model. It is seen that the AMIE potential difference spikes up to around 250 kV during the main phase injection early on 4 May 1998.
[12] All of the electron transport code simulations use kappa distributions applied at the outer simulation boundary (at 6.6 R E equatorial distance) for the source populations of electrons [e.g., Ma and Summers, 1999] 
where the differential number flux j is related to the distribution function by j = 2EQ/m 2 . In order to isolate the effects of the electric field configuration, all five simulations are run with exactly the same initial and boundary conditions for the inner magnetospheric plasma populations.
Equation (2) is used with k = 3 and the parameters n and E 0 specified by the upstream solar wind
as determined from data [Borovsky et al., 1998; Ebihara and Ejiri, 2000] . The variations of these boundary condition quantities follow the solar wind density and velocity time series as shown in Figures 1a and 1b , respectively. We use the results of the NASA AE-8 model as the initial condition for each run.
[13] The only difference between the numerical experiments was in the convection electric field description. They all use electric potential values from the AMIE technique, which ingests ground-based and satellite measurements to obtain a best-fit potential pattern for a given instant but with different time resolutions. The first run used AMIE patterns with a 1-min cadence. The magnetometer data, which dominates the AMIE assimilation (especially at subauroral latitudes where there is no radar data), has a 1-min cadence. The radar data (2-min resolution) and satellite data ($20 min per polar passage) are weighted in time to spread their influence over the window of observation. Furthermore, Ridley et al. [1998 Ridley et al. [ , 1999 discussed the validity of this time resolution of AMIE potential patterns, finding that 1-min cadence patterns contain real magnetospheric variations. The second through fifth runs used AMIE patterns with cadences of 5, 10, 20, and 180 min, respectively. The electric field patterns for runs 2 through 5 were obtained simply by taking an average of the 1-min values. For each time step in the simulation (which are less than 1 min, typically 5-10 s), the potential pattern for that moment is interpolated between the closest two patterns. Therefore while the electric potential pattern (and therefore the convection electric field) is changing every time step, the global dynamics of the pattern are shifting on 1-min, 5-min, 10-min, 20-min, or 3-hour timescales for the five simulations, respectively. Khazanov et al., 2002 Khazanov et al., , 2004 . In addition the basic structure of the flux intensities is very similar to those shown in the next section. We refer the reader to these other figures for the details of the inner magnetospheric electron energy spectra.
[15] The time chosen for Figure 2 is when the Dst index reached its deepest minimum during the 1 -7 May 1998 period (see Figure 1) . Figures 3 and 4 represent times during the recovery phase of the storm, when injection of fresh electrons from the plasma sheet has essentially ceased. Therefore differences in the flux levels between the simulations are due to electric field differences in the inner magnetosphere and not particularly from the injection of new material through the outer boundary of the simulation domain.
[16] The plots become dominated by reds and yellows as time progresses. This means that the electrons are being accelerated through resonant interaction of their drift trajectories with the electric field fluctuations. In the main phase (Figure 2 ), the largest differences are seen in the 100 and 170 keV energy channels. The increases are localized, often appearing as patches of red throughout the dial plots. The largest increases are seen inside of L = 4 on the nightside and beyond L = 4 on the dayside. This is due to timing differences in how the plasma sheet electrons are injected and trapped in the inner magnetosphere. The blue ring near L = 2 in some of the 500 keV plots is due to the faster E-field updates removing more of the initial condition electrons than the slower E-field updates.
[17] During the recovery phase (Figures 3 and 4) , the differences become clearer. For energies less than 100 keV, there can be large differences throughout the simulation domain in the data where the AMIE model has been averaged into 3-hour bins (relative to the other simulations). This choice of an averaging timescale is to approximate a Kp-driven simulation, which has a 3-hour time cadence. However, there are often little differences between the 1, 5, 10, and 20-min update results (the flux ratios have very little color in this case). Going to the high-energy range, the 170 and 300 keV energy channels show the largest differences, especially between the 3-hour cadence results and the shorter time cadence results. Of particularly interest for this study is that the 300 and 500 keV channels show noticeable differences in the flux ratios for all time cadences, except 
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between the 1 and 5-min results. While there is some patchiness to the flux differences in the dial plots at these energies, the main feature is a yellow-to-red ring near L = 3 À 5. This is a critical energy range and spatial location because it is these electrons that are the seed population for the MeV-energy radiation belt electrons produced by localized heating. Little difference is seen between any of the simulations in the highest energy channel (900 keV), Figure 8 . Energy versus L-shell spectrograms of pitch-angle averaged electron flux for the three storms (left column: September 1998, middle column: October 1998, and right column: May 1997). The six rows are at the six times indicated by the black dots in Figure 7 . The MLT location for all of these results is local midnight.
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as these particles are relatively unaffected by the electric field.
[18] These results indicate that a 10-min or longer update of the global convection pattern is less efficient at accelerating the electrons than a 1 or 5-min update, which appear to be equally efficient at energization. This suggests that a time cadence for updates of the global electric field pattern of 5 min or less is required to accurately reproduce the real electric field pattern in the inner magnetosphere.
[19] The details of the electron distribution function for the 1-min AMIE potential pattern results were shown in the work of Khazanov et al. [2004] . Here, we are concerned only with the differences between the simulation results with respect to the fluctuations in the global electric field pattern. The interested reader is referred to that study for more information regarding the energy spectra during this storm.
GEM Campaign Selected Storms Electron Energization
[20] The storms that occurred on 15 May 1997, 25 September 1998, and 19 October 1998 have been selected for community-wide examination by the National Science Foundation's Geospace Environment Modeling Campaign. The present study examines the formation of relativistic electrons in the inner magnetosphere during these storm events with the radiation belt transport code described above. In this section a different set of boundary conditions and a different electric potential description are used in order to examine the dependence of the energization on potential distribution and boundary condition.
[21] For boundary conditions (that is, particle source terms), the simulations use the observed electron fluxes at geosynchronous orbit (6.6 R E altitude) from the various LANL geosynchronous spacecraft. Particle data from these satellites are available from the space science group at Los Alamos National Laboratory. In these simulations we use the electron moments (density, perpendicular temperature, and parallel temperature) from the magnetospheric plasma analyzer (MPA) instrument on the spacecraft. These numbers are applied to a bi-kappa distribution for all energies and pitch angles [Thorne and Summers, 1991] ,
Like the simulations for the May 1998 storm, kappa is set to 3. The time cadence of the LANL MPA measurements is $90 s, offering a rapidly varying boundary condition for the simulations. However, only observations on the nightside are used for the simulation boundary conditions, and therefore gaps of several hours exist. When there is an interval with no LANL satellites on the nightside, then the boundary condition is found by linearly interpolating between the previous and next valid observations. The datasets have also been culled for times when the satellite was on the nightside but was not observing a fresh injection of plasma sheet electrons. That is, the satellites are sometimes in the magnetotail lobes, particularly during Figure 11 . Pitch-angle averaged energy spectra at 8 MLT times around the Earth at L = 4.5 during the September 1998 storm. The three lines are at three times during the event: (red) prestorm, (green) main phase, and (blue) recovery phase.
A05209 KHAZANOV ET AL.: PARTICLE ACCELERATION IN AMIE POTENTIALS highly stretched field configurations, and thus the measurements are not of the plasma sheet particles which are being injected. When more than one satellite is on the nightside and providing usable data, the observation with the larger density is used as the boundary condition. The boundary condition has no variation in MLT; the fluxes are assumed to be uniform across the nightside. That is, because there are only a few LANL spacecraft operating, assumptions must be made to extend the data to all local times and all universal times. In the present study, spatial variation has been neglected in order to achieve high temporal resolution of the boundary condition electron fluxes. Note that the simulations for the May 1998 storm also used a spatially uniform, high-time-resolution outer boundary condition for the electron fluxes.
[22] These particle fluxes are convected into the simulation domain according to the time-varying electric potential description described by Liemohn et al. [2001] . Here, a twocell convection formula is used that depends on Kp for the shielding parameter and on the cross polar cap potential (CPCP) for the convection strength. This analytical field model is a combination of the McIlwain [1986] E5D field model but modified for a better description of the stormtime potential variations by changing the activity dependence away from Kp to CPCP. This simple description reproduces the shape of many of the observed drift boundaries of the ring current ions (see Liemohn et al. [2001] for further details). Compared with the AMIE potential patterns, for instance, this model also produces strong convection on the nightside, which is needed to get good agreement with ion data [Khazanov et al., 2004] . In the simulations presented below, the CPCP values are from the AMIE technique. The time cadence of the AMIE CPCP values is 5 min. As found in the previous section, this time cadence provides an adequate level of variability to the electric field to inject the particles deep into the inner magnetosphere. By using a different electric field model, the dependence of this energization on the electric potential description will be assessed.
[23] The CPCP values used in the simulations are shown in Figure 5 . The electron densities from the LANL MPA data set used as a boundary condition for these simulations are shown in Figure 6 . Gaps in the boundary condition data set appear as straight lines between points. For reference, the observed Dst index values are shown in Figure 7 . This index is provided here to show the relative magnitudes of the three storms and the timing of the various phases of the events. Shown in each subplot as black dots along the Dst curve are the times selected for the following figures. In general, the six times are as follows: prestorm, main phase, Dst minimum, and three recovery phase times.
[24] Figure 8 shows energy versus L shell spectrograms at midnight (MLT = 0) at the six times (the six rows) during each event (the three columns). The color scale has been chosen to highlight the high-energy end of the spectrum, and so the low-energy peak of the electron fluxes is often appear saturated. The injection of the electrons into the inner magnetosphere is seen to progress throughout each event, with a dramatic increase in injection during the main phase of the storm. Figure 9 is a similar plot but for noon (MLT = 12). In comparing Figures 8 and 9 , it is seen that the electrons enter on the nightside and drift eastward toward the dayside, where the enhancement occurs at a later time.
As convection enhances during the storm, these particles are injected deeper into the inner magnetosphere (that is, closer to the Earth) and are adiabatically energized in the process. This energization is clearly seen in the results. Because the eastward gradient-curvature drift of the electrons is energydependent, the higher-energy electrons do not penetrate as far in toward the Earth as the lower-energy particles. This is illustrated as the creation of a ''nose'' in the spectrograms. Because of the continuously fluctuating electric field, the electrons are also randomly diffused in radial distance. This results in a net acceleration of the electrons (because the source term is at large L values). This process is especially noticeable in the high-energy tail of the distribution. By comparing the prestorm and poststorm figures, it is seen that many electrons have been injected into the inner magnetosphere and a significant seed population for the radiation belts has been formed.
[25] Figure 10 is a similar plot format except that it shows results for the September 1998 event only, plotted every 2 hours of simulation time at MLT = 00 from the start of the run up through the minimum in Dst. This plot shows the time evolution of the distribution in the inner magnetosphere and clearly shows that the injection timescales are much faster than the diffusion timescales. That is, most of the injection is due to convective forces pushing the electrons into the inner magnetosphere.
[26] To quantify the magnitude of this increase, Figures 11  and 12 show line plots of the pitch-angle averaged energy spectra at two L values (4.5 and 3.0 for Figures 11 and 12 , respectively) at three times during the September 1998 event (prestorm, main phase, and late recovery; the red, green, and blue lines, respectively). The 8 line plots are shown every 3 hours of MLT in their respective positions around the Earth (drawn in the center of each figure) . The increases in flux are dramatic, with many orders of magnitude more electrons in the simulation domain than before the magnetic storms. The results at L = 3.0 show this increase especially well. It is interesting to note how bumpy the energy spectra appear in Figures 11 and 12 . This is due to the time variability of both the boundary conditions and the electric field strength, as Figure 13 . The same energy spectra format as Figure 11 , except that the two lines in each plot are for the two time-cadence options run for the September 1998 storm. The results are for L = 4.5 near the peak of the storm. seen in Figures 5 and 6 . The convolution of these parameters (along with the variance in T k and T ? ) leads to a complicated structure in the electron distribution function in the inner magnetosphere. Certain particles will be in drift resonance with the fluctuations in the electric field and will be injected faster and deeper than the electrons at other energies. Conversely, an interval of low density at the nightside boundary accompanied by high convection will result in a net loss of electrons from the inner magnetosphere (flow out the dayside boundary).
[27] It is interesting to note that the three events have very different Dst minima and time sequences and also quite different peak and integrated CPCP values. However, all three events resulted in substantially enhanced electrons in the inner magnetosphere. This is because the electric field was allowed to fluctuate with a fast cadence, and the particles were able to convect and diffuse in toward the Earth throughout the event.
[28] To investigate this dependence, the September 1998 simulation was rerun with a different set of boundary conditions. Specifically, the CPCP and LANL electron moments were averaged over 3 hour bins. As in section 3, this choice of an averaging timescale is to approximate a Kp-driven simulation, which has a 3-hour time cadence. The CPCP and electron boundary conditions still change every time step in the new simulation, but the values are now interpolated from these 3-hour averages, rather than from the high time resolution input files. A comparison of the results from the two simulations is given in Figures 13 and 14. These two plots are similar to Figures 11 and 12 , except the two lines drawn in each subplot are for the two simulations and all results are shown for main ( Figure 13 ) and recovery (Figure 14) phases of the storm. It is seen that the fluxes are up to three orders of magnitude higher in the high-time-cadence simulation results, especially at the highenergy (10 -1000 keV) end of the spectrum. This is due to the fluctuations in the electric field resonating with the drift periods of these electrons, preferentially accelerating them via a net inward radial drift. This enhancement is seen clearly in the 100s of keV energy range at this radial distance (L = 4.5), which is exactly where a seed population is needed for the production of outer zone radiation belt relativistic electrons.
[29] The point of this numerical experiment is to show that a simulation of a real event with measured particle inputs must have a high time resolution E-field update in order to produce a seed population for the radiation belts, which are often observed to increase in the days following a magnetic storm. It should be pointed out, however, that the flux differences vary from one storm to another and are a function of not only the intensity of the particular magnetic storm but also the previous history of Dst development. A comparison of the results presented in this section and the previous section imply that the energization depends more on the variability of the inner magnetospheric electric fields than on the specific choice of the electric potential descrip- Figure 14 . Same as Figure 13 except that the chosen time is in the recovery phase of the storm.
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KHAZANOV ET AL.: PARTICLE ACCELERATION IN AMIE POTENTIALS tion employed in the simulation. Large particle flux increases in the 10 -1000 keV range were generated with both electric field models (the AMIE potentials and the McIlwain potentials), as long as the time cadence of the variation was 5 min or less.
Conclusions
[30] Four storms were examined to quantify the influence of electric field fluctuations on the development of the electron distribution function in the inner magnetosphere. It was found that the global electric field pattern should be updated with a cadence of 5 min or less in order to properly simulate the enhancement of the 100-500 keV electrons in the L = 3 -5 range. This is the energy range and spatial region for the seed population of the MeV electrons in the outer zone radiation belt. This study showed that E-field fluctuations are critical to the formation of this seed population during magnetic storms. These electrons have drift periods close to the fluctuation period of the global potential pattern, and therefore they experience energization. A model that does not take into account these rapid fluctuations of the inner magnetospheric electric field will underestimate the fluxes of these electrons. Differences were particularly large (up to several orders of magnitude) relative to simulation results with a 3-hour time cadence, analogous to a Kp-driven electric field model.
[31] This study shows that by varying the global structure of the electric field at a high time cadence, specifically 5 min or less between potential pattern updates, a stochastic motion of the particle drift paths occurs. These random changes result in radial diffusion, and because the particle source is at the outer simulation boundary, the net effect is an inward propagation of particles and thus an energization. As was stressed in section 2, we did not employ the classic radial diffusion process [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974] in equation (1). These diffusion coefficients are small and cannot explain the rapid rise in the electron flux [e.g., Chen et al., 1993 Chen et al., , 1994 Sheldon, 1994; Beutier and Boscher, 1995; Bourdarie et al., 1996 Bourdarie et al., , 1997 . Instead, we took into account electric field fluctuations on a timescale comaparable with or less than the drift period of radiation belt electrons from the realistic potential distributions provided by the AMIE model. Radial diffusion by nature is a stochastic process that is driven by electric and magnetic field fluctuations that are included in the model through electric and magnetic drifts. This study simply shows that stochastic transport and energization can be obtained if the simulation includes a rapidly fluctuating, realistic electric field description. It also quantifies the rapidness with which it much change in order to accurately replicate this diffusion process.
